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SUMMARY
The f !< sc r i p l i o n of h i g h - a l i l - i i ' - : . , • ' . ! • • > t <• .!•.•!! - i t p 'mrv . ; i -s
d i s cus sed . N' .ethod- of -eK't c,'i. f .-• r i -,' '-<" s - - ' i l n l i i .: for the 5i . ' i -v ;c.; v.t</'!".!e-
re.'ic l ion cont ro l s y ^ U - i n (PCS) and the T / n n ^ r Mo'lul <;- .''f 'S ^ j j - i o f . ;)!u:n'":'.
A r«; p r ^ - j u n t f j f l . An i r i ' l i r . » t i f / ; i of ->}iof.!< v/.'i v-'"5 f o r m ' d l>y 1hi: f , x . I / . \TM
i t r i n . T u r c an<l its :;ol'.r p. ' in- ' ls is a! »o p r > - ' ; r - n t f f l . Th<: rri.:«jor ' h r i . - i t s r»f
RCS con t - i rn inn t ion aro t!u' c o n t ri!/u!ion to ,1 r! ,- :hf) ; cl '" . r l .ir.d 'thf f l rpos i -
t ion of in.it*.- r ia l onto (. r i t i c a l s u r f a c e s . No r l i r i - c . t i r u p i n y - f n c i t o l f f - c t s
" j f cn i i r id i f .a t f . f i , but I'nr; into rfc rcnr o of n n r l b o u n d a r y l a ^ . - r 1(trmt-c\ >>y
the f . M / A T M s t r u c t u r e provide mechan i sms for possible oont t rn in-Uion
par t ic les to reach the i n t e r i o r of the ATM expo rirr.r-nt rark . Depos i t ion
on sensit ive e lement ' ; may br s i r i u l a t e f l by test rot.ket f i r i n g s , but
rnorf : re l iab le c r i t e r i a w i l l be developed by space f l i g h t e x p e r i m e n t s .
Available study f i f . the possibi l i ty <~>f contai-,-\i.natioa indicates tKc advii*
abi l i ty of u s i n g -\ cover for the expe r imen t tube.
Approximate rnelho Is of plurne desc r ip t ion , the Latvala method,
the c i r cu la r -a rc method, and th^ pseudo- nox.xle >chcrni- arc dc.sc ••ibid
^or possible f u t u r e use. A general descr ip t ion of par t ic les emanat ing
from the spacec/aft , especially gaseous leaks, should he s imi lar to
the approximate method discussed.
An assumption of spherical s y m m e t r y of debris cloud is not
jus t i f i ed . The imposs ib i l i ty of desc r ib ing ind iv idua l par t ic le , t ra jector ies
and resul t ing f.loud absorpt ion and ex t inc t ion leads to plans for the calcula-
tion of Rayleigh an f l Mic scattering and an estimate of fh-.: large particle
effects .
INTRODUCTION
Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) exper iments are threa tened by
contaminat ion particles emanat ing f rom the space vehicle cluster . One
of the principal sources of such mate r i a l is the r-.-actioii control sys tem
altitude control l h r u t > t e r s . Kxhausl products not only provide material
for the format ion of a debris cloud but also for deposition onto sensitive
elements of the experimer.cal package and spacecraf t sensors .
The possibility of contamination of ATM exper iments by reaction
control system cxha ot gaseM may be examined on the basis of two
factors
O The aniov.it of the material contributed to the debris cloud
O The amount of such material deposited on functional surfaces.
These factors will be analyzed through the use of the known geometry of
space p l u m b s produced by specific ATM and clxistcr rocket engines and
lime sequences of ATM activities. The space plumes of SM- and J..M-
RCS engines are discussed in this report.
The exhaust jet plume at high altitudes is discussed and described.
Results of specific calculations for SM-RCS and I.M-RCS space plume
flow fields are also presented. A discussion of mechanisms for the
transfer ef exhausted material into the vicini ty of the ATM tube indicates
the need for an aperture cover, controllable by the crew, for the experi-
ment tube. Approximate methods of making fu r the r calculations of
plume boundaries and flow fields ,\rc discussed. Previous assumptions
of spherical symmetry in the debris cloud arc found to be unacceptable.
The general theoretical approach (which, xmfortunatoly, is impractical)
can be approached by describing the e f fec t s of a debris cloud in terms
of reasonable ranges of cloud parameters . These considerations arc
discussed. Future plans are also discussed in this section. There are
foxir appendices in Mils report . The theory of the ideal rocket is
p resen ted in Appendix A. Thi:> provi(K;s a haii ig of comparison \vilh
more sopliisticalcil approachos and sonic iscii lropic l"lo\v-field descrip-
tions for use wi th the approximat ion yiveii in Ihis report . Collected
character is t ics and no/.x.le j j c o m u t r i c s are presented in Appent l ix 13.
A correct ion of previous es t imates of RCS particles l i fe t ime in tlie
vicini ty of the ATM is found in Appendix C.
t
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SPACE PLUME FLOW FIELDS FOR RCS ENGINES
The s t r u c t u r e of the exhaust plume produced by rocket engines,
ejecting into a highly raref ied almo.sphe re, is basically as i l lus t ra ted
in Figure 1. The more important f e a t u r e s of a typical exhaust plume
consist of the leading character is t ic line, in te rna l shock, jet boundary,
and normal shock. The normal shock is also re fe r red to as a Hiemann-
wave or Mach disk.
The leading characterist ic or Ma.;h line, is determined from
the nozxle exit Mach number, is a straight line for the contoured no/.x.le
and forms the familiar Mach cone. All flow condi t ions along this Mach
line and within the Mach cone are one-dimensional for the simplest
case. For the conical no'/</<lc, the leading characteristic line is curved;
and the flo\v within the curved cone is radial and axisymmctric. For
both no/./.ies, operating above the design pressure ratio, the leading
characteristic serves as a dividing line between two d i f f e r en t flow
regions. The internal region consists of a '/.one of x.ero external
influence in which flow properties arc determined strictly from no/.x.le
properties. The flow characteristics of the region external to this line
and bordered by the jet boundary are controlled by the ratio of stagnation
pressure to ambient pressure.
The iseiilropic expansion process in the region bounded by the
leading characteristic line, the axial center line, the normal shock,
and the internal shock is initiated by the corner expansion fan, origi-
nating at the uov./ile lip. Mach numbers within ihis region increase con-
tinuously both with distance downstream of the noa'/.lc exit and also in a
direction perpendicular to the axis out to the position of the internal shock.
In addition, the internal shock, which is formed by the coalescence of
infinitcsimally weak compression waves reflected from the jet boundary,
starts near the nozzle lip and increases in strength in the downstream
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direct ion. For lar;;c p ressure ratios, the in te rna l shock system forms
the far r i l inr shork diamond pattern. A. the ratio of stagnation to ambient
pressure increases great ly in the orb i ta l envi ronment , a normal bhock
replaces the in te r sec t ion of the X-type shocks; and the internal shock
approaches the jet boundary. The jot boundary def ines the external
shape of tin: exhaust plume and is the separation line between ambient
conditions and flow from the exhaust nozzle.
To simplify calculation procedures, equilibrium in the ulumc is
assumed. The angle through which the (low turns at the no/./.le lip
corresponds to a Prandil-Meycr expansion from the nozxle exit Mach
rmmbcv to the boxmtlary Mach number. The boundary Mach number
depends on the ambient pressure at any particular altitude. The flow
direction, a f te r the expansion, is determined by adding the slope of the
no/./.le wall at the exit to the amount of Prandtl-Meyer (P-M) turn. The
boundary angle a that the tangent to the plume at the no/./.le lip makes
/ with the axis of the no/.^le is the sum of three component angles
a = v\ - v + 0N (1)
where
!
t
' ~ a net boundary angle sought '
vi - maximum expansion angle given by tho P-M equation
for expansion from M = 1 at the throat to MJJ at the
boundary or ambient pressure
v - expansion angle from the P-M equation for expansion
from M = 1 to Mc at. the noz/.lc lip •
i
ON - nozx.le half angle.
I
The equation for the P-M wave expansion angle is the integral i
of the differential equation , |
« * = ( « ' - ' ) '
••*
which is I lie basis of Ihe nu- t l iod-of -ch . i racle r ist ics so lu t ion . The
i n t e g r a t i o n of Kqtu i l ion 2. is
. (3)
A graph of t u r n i n g angle as a f u n c t i o n of exit Mach number for a y of
1 .25 is shown in Figure 2.
Before a prediction can be made.- of the e f fec t s of an impinging
plume on a surface or mater ia l complex, the external exhaust flow f ie ld
must be established. In addition to the jet bound.i ry angle, th.-rmody-
namic properties and the flow field at the no/./.le exit plane must be known.
The conditions at the no/.y.lc exit plane may be found f rom manufac turer ' s
eng ine-per fo rmance data and theoretical one-dimensional performance
calculations. Such a scheme assumes one-dimensional no/./.le flow with
shifting equilibrium to the throat and fro/.en flow thereaf ter . The specific
impulse ratio of specific heats, pressure ratio, and temperature are
obtained from manufacturer 's specifications, if possible, for the engine
operating at a normal mixture ratio.
An analysis of an ideal rocket is presented in Appendix A.
.Specific characterist ics of the RCS engines of p r imary concern are given
in Appendix H. The iscntropic formulas and manufacturer ' s specifica-
tions discussed in these appendices provide in format ion equivalent to the
input data of a mcthod-of-characteristic program which would usually be
restricted to constant exit plane properties. A space exhaust flow field
calculated for an SM-RCS engine is presented in Figure 3. The spr.ce
boundary in the illustration was calculated by means of the P-M expan-
sion. The term X is a coordinate along the axis; R is a coordinate
radial to the axis; Rc is the no/.xle exit ratio; and € is the no/./.lc expan-
sion ratio. The curves of constant Mach number within the plume may
also be considered to be contours of constant density or temperature if
flow is assumed to be isentropic.
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LM-RCS P F , U M K Ff.OV/ FIKMXS
A more rea l i s t i c dc-.sc r ip t ion of the space plume due lo an RCS
engine t h r u s t e r , in this case the SM- RCS or I .M/ATM- RCS eng ine* has
been generated because of the necess i ty of examin ing the s t r u c t u r a l and
p e r f o r m a n c e in tegr i ty of the solar panels attached to tl-t. ATM rack.
To avoid healing and thrus t deg rada t ion , Lo<- ' seed ( R e f . ?.) has
recommended the use of a small def lector shield for those RCS thrusters
whose plume impinges upon the AT XI solar panol-:. Whether such an
addit ion has been marie is not known. The pri -.ently proposed config-
uration of the LM and the ATM exper iment rack arc shown in Figure 4.
The unfo r tuna te posit ioning of the LM Ser\ ice Module RCS is a result
of prior des ign- requ i rements of docking capabil i ty and solar panel
deployment spacing. The thrus ters in the minus X direction will
produce plumes which impinge directly upon the rack solar panels in
both their stored and deployed po-, itions. This plume impingement
creates a severe heating envi ronment for both the solar panels and the
instruments on the rack s t ruc ture . In addition, much actual thrust is
lost because of (his mass impingement on the panels. The interference
of exhaust plumes with the: structure of the L.M/ATM and rack will
produce a system of s tanding shocks near various surfaces. It is
expected that boundary layers will form over all impinged surfaces
providing a mech.-.:iisrn for mass flow in to the rack interior.
A real-;4U3 equilibrium analysis was used to calculate the flow
properties ot the exhaust plume as.produced by the .LM-KCS rocket
engine. This engine burns 50/50 and NzCXi. The nox.-s.lc contour is
shown in Figure 5. This plume is slightly more severe (lower Mach
numbers at greater distances from the exit plane) than the perfect gas
solutions (Rcf. "* and 4); it is represented in F ;gurc 6, which shows
the Mach number contours of the I.M-RCS plume.
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Calculations feu- the r ,M-UCS no/'.le e q u i l i b r i u m f l o w field us ing
t'nc no/./.lc contour ( R e f . 2} we re made for an e q u i l i b r i u m react ing
gas. A second t'low t'iolcl was also generated for an id<;al gas. Both
ilow fields were obtained using the mcthod-of -eh . \ rac te li .-jtics program
described in Refe rence 5. The flow f ie lds arc compared by consider! ig
the parameters associated with the same g Mjmelr ica l location in c.'-.ch
field. Jii general, the plume for the ideal- y...., assumption gives higher
Mach numbers for a given axial and radial position.
The discrepancy between the real-gas and ideal-gas flow fields
I'esults f rom basic differences in theory fur the two problems. For the
ideal-gas assumption, the molecular weight does not change. The
specific heats arc assumed to be constant, and enthalpy is a funct ion
of temperature only. These assumptions result in a greatly simplified
system of equations, describing the plume flow field.
For the equilibrium-reacting gas case, the conservation of the
various species of gaseous components must be considered as well as
the chemical kinetics of the problem. The molecular weight and isen-
tropic exponent of the mixture are not constant in the plume, thus
complicating the equations describing the flow field. In general, the
flow parameters are no longer simple functions of temperature or
velocity but depend on the local velocity and entropy. These compli-
cations affect the method-of-characterislic solution and the shock
relations and result in values of the llo\v-field parameters which are
different from those generated using ideal-gas theory. Specific
differences in an ideal-gas solution and an equilibrium-reacting gas
solution would depend on the gas properties specified in each case.
The LM- UCS ihruster exhaust gases are actually composed ;
of a rcacting-gas mixture in which the molecular weight and isentropic |
exponent are not constant. The use of the ideal-gas assumption would j
14
result in a rough approximation of the ilo\v fields at host. Since the
gas mixture can he condicle foil to be in local equil ibrium at « ny instant*
the plume flow lii-ld is ca lcula ted by Ihc real-gas method. Tlie most
important real-gas e f f e c t on the plume is the reduction o' the Mach
number of the gases at any point in the near plume. This reduction
in Mach number results in the predicted impingement heating rates
being conservative. The heating rates arc predicted based on idcal-
gis analysis.
The line which contains 95 percent of the mass flow (Figure 6)
may be considered to define the "core" of the space plume.
Firing of the LM-UCS thrustcr may occur while the panels are
cither stored or deployed. .Lockheed (Rcf . 6) reports that serious
heating and thrust degradation occur with the panel in cither position
Figure 7 shows the stored panels and the thrustcr plume interaction
shocks over the panels in this position. The oblique shocks were
calcxilated by the mcthod-of-characteristics program, with a tsvo-
dimcnsional assumption being used to approximate the flow field over
the configuration (Rcf. 5). These shocks arise from the top of the
panels and from the structural members of the rack and will create a
hot stagnation region in the interior portion of the rack as well as high
heat rates to the top side of the stored panels. Also, the impingement
of the rarefied upper portion of the plume onto the upper structure,
and gaseous radiation from the plume to this upper structure will
create additional heating of the rack structure.
When the solar panels are deployed, a large normal shock forms
over the flat expanse of the inner panels (Figure 8). Because of the
substantial amoxint of Ihc mass flow which impinges on the panels, the
effective thrust of the LM-RCS engine is nullified.
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If the .solar panels are to bo deployed dur ing tho Ihru.sti ng opera-
tion, a portion of the panels should bo removed in the area where 95
percent of the plume impinges on tho panels (Rcf . ,2 ) . The bhock arising
from the deflector (Figure 9) And the diverted mass flow of the plume
aft of the bottom lip of the shield create a plume that is smaller at the
plane of the deployed panols than the plumes without deflectors. This
would indicate that perhaps still less of the panel area need be removed
if a shield shape were optimised for this situation.
This method of deflecting the flow field with an Inconcl steel
deflector (0. 1-inch thick) shows the most promise of the several designs
investigated in this study. No major thrustcr rcorientation is necessary,
and the capability of the Inconcl to withstand the incurred heating rates
has been found to be adequate. The scoop-like configuration is shown
in Figure 9 along with the results of a two-dimensional analysis of the
X
plume and consequent shock interaction with the shield.
DISCUSSION OF SPACE PLUME EFFECTS
The effects of rocket exhaxist gas plumes in the space environment
have generally been discussed as direct effects, principally heating of ;
f
spacecraft elements, thrust degradation due to interfering surfaces,
or impulsive damage to structural members produced by impingement.
Several analyses have been made concerning the problems, particularly
for the Lunar Module and Apollo spacecraft (Rofs. 2 and 3). Possible
confusion of infrared sensors because of plume radiation has also been ;
considered (Refs. 7 and 8). Some information pertinent to the threat j
of contamination or of information degradation of ATM experiments has
been obtained from such sources. The main purpose of those studies i
differs, however, from that of the present effort. The important I
questiqns which must bo answered concerning the degradation and
contamination of space science experiments arc
; 1
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O How much material is provided for (.lie format ion of a
debris cloud by rocket f i r ings in (he upace env i ronmen t?
O How much material is deposi ted onto sensit ive areas with
significant e f fec t s because of rocket f i r ings?
The answers to these questions will be built oil the known geometry of
space plumes produced by specific ATM and cluster rocket engines and
time sequences of planned ATM activities. Event description of and
sequencing of steps in rendezvous, docking, observing, orbital change,
astronaut departure, and station keeping arc not yet clearly defined.
Each of these phases could involve extraordinary rocket f i r ing. The
ATM experiment package should be protected during these activities.
The contribution of RCS exhaust products will be more fully
discussed when propellant consumption and debris cloud behavior arc
belter understood. Some estimates of "worst case" cloud absorptions
were presented in Reference 8. The deposition of matter from the
plume, interaction of reducing chemicals in the plume with sensitive
functional surfaces, and the presence of large (>100 |«.) particles in
the flow field (from fuel contaminants, engine erosion products, or
charred bits resulting from ablation cooling) may significantly harm
components such as optical transmission elements, solar cell panels,
and thermal control coatings.
The expanding plurr.e strikes the exterior of the ATM c.xperi-
•mcnt rack, but no direct impingement of rocket exhaust gases from
the RCS thrustcrs is expected on the contents of the interior. The
•
space core from certain thruslers passes over the open top of the rack.
Drift and turbulence may be expected to move material from the plume
into the experiment rack. The formation of a boundary layer and
sxibscquent creep of material along the exterior of the rack is to be
expected and is the most likely mechanism for mass flow into the
ATM lube.
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The interaction of a rocket plume with any surface should
produce s tanding shock waves at some 'Us la nut: f rom the obstructing
surface. This f a c i l i t a t e s concen t ra t ion of m a t e r i a l at the shock lines
and provides for mass flow over the surface.
The nature of the plume How field changes when the sur face of
a space vehicle is encountered. The nature of the change a IK', boundary
layer activity cannot be well predicted. A region of turbulence should
spread from the fiiv>t impact area on a vo r t i ca l wall toward the entrance
to the rack. At the lip of the rack, the edge provides another soxirce
of disturbance to complicate the flow. Without doubt, mcchr nisms
exist for supplying material to the interior of the tube. Creeping in
the boundary layer and streamline deflections at the rack's edge aid
inass flow towards the experiment package. Exhaust gas co ilaminalion
of internal surfaces may also occur when several thrusters are firing.
Recirculalion of exhaust gases {similar to that in the base region of a
launch vehicle) in the region of the rack aperture could cause migration
of exhaust products into the interior, where deposits could ,-ccumulate.
Laboratory tests may possibly be able to gauge the extent of
information degradation by a debris cloud near the observing instru- ;
mcnts. Test chamber firings of rockets or scale-model rockets may \
provide estimates of deposition and the deposition rate as a function of
firing lime. More suitable measurements of the amount anc. composi-
tion of particles, in addition to gaseous components, dxie to rocket :
exhausts will be available from planned space experiments. ;
In previous investigations (Rcf. 9)i recommendations were >
made that an aperture cover be provided for the ATM cxper.ment rack \
for use during launch, environmental control system and waste manage- j
mcnt system dumps, and RCS firing. Present investigation* also j
indicate the need for an ATM cover during these and other phases of a j
particular mi.ssion, such as docking, major orbital changes, and astro- j
naut departure. As a general rule, the aperture should be closed ; 1
whenever the ATM is not being used for observation.
i\
APPROXIMATE METHODS Of SPACE PLUME PREDICTIONS
Extensive calculat ions arc r equ i red for the mulhod-of -
cha rac te r i s t i cs program solut ions desc r ib ing space; plumes. These
yield p r o f i l e s for only one lime and one a l t i tude . It is expected lli.it
for rapid cons idera t ion of plume boundar ies and f low f i e l d s a p p r o x i m a t e
methods ( s impler in scope and exercise than the mcthod-of
charac ter i s t ics ) should be examined.
A number of approximations have been dovclopcd for the
prediction of jet exhausts as a funct ion of altitude and nox./de properties.
Si.ch schemes almost invariably consider a jet exhausting into a still
atmosphere. The most widely used approximation, due to Latvala
(Ref . 10), ar.sumes isentropic flow and uses the Equation 1 Prandt l -
Meycr l iming angle as a s tar t ing point.
THE T.ATVAI.A APPROXIMATION
Lalvala presented a very detailed and convenient description of
his analytical method for predicting the boundary of jets at hiuh altitude.
The sketches ir. Figure 10 illustrate the geometry involved in his
analysis.
When radial, axisymmetric, isentropic flow of a perfect gas is
tf
assumed, the equations for continuity and conservation of energy between
any two points, n and n \- 1, may be written for a free jet as
Pn A n v n = Pn f i An h i Vn + l
V
 " ' (5)
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The f i r s t rquatior is solved for Vn j. t and S'jb.slil'ito'l in to the
second equal-ion,
A n T i ' «--pTn
~~ —
T
(6)
Since the flow is iscntropic ,
) M (7)
(3)
Equations 7 and 8 may be combined <-vith Equation 6, with the d e f i n i t i o n s
of the Mach number, to give
M2 = V 2 / Y R T
and the specific heat at constant pressure
(9)
(10)
to yield
vn 4- 1 1- ,
HV - 0 MA
- 1
+ 1
The area of the spherical cap cut by a cone with its apex at the
center of the sphere is
" 2 i rR 2 sin <> d<> = 2 i r K 2 ( J - cos on), (12)
and the plane -aroa corresponding to the base of this cone is
Ap = s i n « n (13)
Consequently, the i-.-lnt ton.-' ^ V:i \\-c-n t h < > p!:>.M«: .v.d '.:
is
A = A s ( l K : o 3 »n)
Since the plane .M-CI A.} "s p i -cpor t ion . i l to the sq-i-i.i-c of M-.c
radius rf , Equation II and !•!• n\.\y b.- combined to yield .vn ;»:-;pr»:s«Ic
for the ratio of the i-adii at t h « « po in ts :i and n f 1.
i
An f iLj_i - / ".f.
^n V An
Tlie f^e / in c:n the rij|ht in Equation II can be s impl i f ied , cons ide rab ly by
i d c i i i i f y i n g it as the iscntropic r.^tio. (.\/A"'")n I- i / (A/A'. ' )n where
Equation 11 may :iow be w r i t t e n as
n + I (1 I- cos r/n -}• , }(A/A;::)n
(1 f cos flrn) (A/A*)n
(16)
Latvala provides the following relation for the jet boundary:
dX/dr = cot a . (17)
This equation cannot be solved explicitly, but it can bo sol-'od easily
if tile method of f i n i t e d i f ferences is used. When AX, Ar, and A or are
restricted to small values, Equation 17 is
--— = cot
since Ar = rn + i - rn ,
(19)
The fundamen ta l Equations, 16 and I 9i for done r i b i n g jet plume boundaries
may bo wr i t t en in dimon.sionlcso fo rm by d iv id ing ; by the exil radius of
the noy./'.lc,
I I -(I -I- cos (Yn -I- i ) ( A / A ':)n + \ i( I I - cos « • / „ ) < A/A*),, j U"J'
AX/*-c /rn + i / r o \ / Aa \ ....
—
 = I - l] Cot \an -—— I. (21)i'n/rc \ rn /r c / \ 2 /
The initial expression of the axisymmctric undcrrxpnnded jet is deter-
mined from the P-M equation for turning angle.
Each spherical surface in the flow stream has associated with it
an average Mach number, P-M angle, and isenlropic area ratio. If
it is assumed that the average tu rn ing angle of the jet flow stream is the
same as the change in the P-M angle between two closely spaced surfaces,
the entire boundary may be calculated in a sequential manner.
Since v is known, MI and A, /A* may be calculated or found in
tables of iscntropic flow functions for d i f f e r en t values of -y- Choosing
a Aor and adding it to v\ will then give a value for v2. Corresponding
to this second P-M angle, there will be a Mach number Mz and area ratio
A2/V- :. This information, used in Equations 20 and 21, is suff icient
to calculate r2 / r c and AX/r c (since «2 = ati - Ar/). A point, n = 3,
might now be determined by adding Aa to v2 to obtain v3 and continuing
the stcp-by-stcp approach unt i l an adequate portion of the boundary has
been calculated.
Latvala suggests that, for highly underexpanded jets, a may bo
varied in increments of approximately 5 degrees for the f i r s t few
points and then in increments of about 1 degree for the remainder of
the calculations with very good results. Boundaries computed by the
method of characteristics as presented by I.ove (Ref. 11) have been
26
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compnri-cl wi th the resu l t s of J .ntvala ( R c f . 10) ai1'! cumpa re quite
favorably w i t h I he more exact results .
TI IK CTRjCj .J_TA R- A RC: A PP11 O^iLMA1J°^
During an expe r imen t a1 i nves t i ga t i on at tlu.- A r n o M I C n g i n o e r i n g
Development Center (Kef . I?.), :• was found tliat the ini t i . i l por t ion of the
jet boundary from, the no/.xle lip to (!.<• point of maximum jot diameter
could be approximated by a c i rcular arc. For a pa r t i cu l a r Mach number
and specif ic hoat ratio, the radii of the bo-..»Iarics arc pract ical ly in-
variant with the ratio of chamber pi Assure to ni^bu-nt pressure. A
plot of jet boundary radius ratio R / r o as a func l i jn of Macli number for
Y = 1 . 4 measured f rom a la rye number r-f Schlieren photographs is
given in Figure 11. To use Figure II for approximating je boundaries,
the init ial inclination angle must be determined. This can be foi-nd f rom
Equation I. With the initial angle known, a line is drawn no.rmal to
the tangent of a at (he nox'/lc lip, the radius R is Incited <>n th is line,
and the boundary can be drawn with a compass.
The radius ratio varies approximately as a*/Vc. If a similar
variation of R/rc as a function of Mo is assumed for any othev specific
heat ratio, Figure 11 and the follov/ing equation can be used to obtain
o •
the radius ratio for other values of the specific heat ratio.
/ A \ a (JL\ [ (v<^::) | /JL\
\ re/ V'c/ air | (Ve/ a :) air] \ re/ ai
(V '• l ) ( S
a r
The subscript "air" re fe rs to values of R/ r_ for v = 1 . 4 taken from ;G 1
Figure ll. Jet boundaries for "y = 5/3 calculated by the method of j
characteristics arc plotted in Figure 12. Circular-arc approximations '
j
using Equations 1 and 22 and Figure 11 arc also shown. At higher pres-
sure ratios circular-arc approximation f i t s the method-of-
character 'stics solution quite well. Comparisons with experimental j
results are also favorable. . ;
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FIGURE 11. HADIUS RAHO OF JLT BOUIIDARY FOR y = 1.4 (FROM
REF. 10)
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FIGURE 12. CIRCULAR-ARC APPROXIMATION COMPARED WITH
METHOD-OF-CHARACTERISTICS SOLUflOil (FROM
REF. 10)
I.alvala ( R c f . 10) comments that it is somewhat su rp r i s ing that
the simple physical model used in tho deriv.Uion of the method f i t s the
experimental and theoretical results as well as it does. The jet flow
is, of course, highly i r revers ib le and contains a complicated multi-
dimensional shock structure, although the isentropic assumption is
implicitly used in the derivation. Nevertheless, the empirical nature
of the method docs not detract from its value as a convenient method of
quickly estimating the initial portion of jet boundaries.
For all of the approximations discussed here, the gas composition
at the exit plane and beyond is fixed. The iscntropic flow relations
are also assumed to be valid in the inter ior of the plume. Static ^vcs-
sure and temperature can be expressed as functions of the local plume
Mach number and the no/.jslo exit conditions
TC{1 + [(Y - D/2]MC2}T = ~ C
P ^ P,
.(T/TO)'
Mach number distributions would be of more general use if they v/ere
available in analytical form. French (Rcf . 8) lias reported an analytical i :
; i
approximation to the method-of-charactoristics computer solution.which j
represents the Mach number distribution fairly well. The expression is ' .
' t2 - j
M(ir, x) = — -
 x"
 l
* + nx + E 't \
'• ' :
where <r = r/rc and X = x/rc . The nature of discrepancies caused by ; j
•
 ]
 J
vising this approximation may be found in the paper by French (Ref . 8). j 1
I
THE PSEUDO-NO7.7.I.R APPROXIMATION I
- • • —, , . j^ _-m i —. -. --' i I • i .•!• • •! • i •— .»•. * f
Luce and Jarvinen (Ref. 13) have suggested an approximate j [
method of describing the under-expanded f low from a nozzle into still air. ! j
J
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Two assumptions form tho ban is for the i r treatment. The fol lowing
funct ion i:> chosen to represo l ( l ie contact surface in parametr ic
form:
i -5'1
= i|f_-i_y .1 p.j
»'m
Applicat ion of conservation of momentum at the no/./.lc exit and tho point
of maximum diameter in the lateral and axial directions provides cn'.i.a-
tions relat ing x,n and rm- This procedure considers force equal ro the
difference in thrusts of ideal no/./.les of exit areas AC and Ani. The
maximum radial coordinate may he found from the fol lowing equation:
<Pa/Pc)(A,n /A*) = - Cy (24)
where Cpni is tho thrust coeff ic ient at the (joint ( rm , *m). Since
A fn = t r r n \ > one coordinate is immediately known.
Hill and llabor (Ref . 14) have discussed the approximation,
CFm = CFmax.
and state that it provides an error of !ess than 1 percent for altitudes
above 1 00 kilometers.
The nj-proximation is of considerable value since is a
function only of the ratio of specific heats of the exhaust product mixture,
(y* - l) *)* (26)
The vacuum thrust coefficient at tho no/./.lc exit is also available from
iscntropic flow relations.
y + 1
Y - i VY
- I
Pc
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An approx ima te y«'l very di rect way of ob ta in ing xm m.xy ho
deduced f r o m the cone lu.sion:; of F vice and J a r v i n e n ( K e f . I 3). The data
they considered seemed to indica te that x(U/r" : : is essentially independent
of Y and C <U1C' i-s l > n l y •» f u n c t i o n of pc/pa. A straight l ine appl icable for
th i s rel.U ion yields
" °-
55 Io3'o - 0 . \ . (28)
The v t u e of such an empir ica l expression should not be judged for physical
meaning. It is expected to provide reasonable results for ratios of
-
:) a"fl (pc/Pa) greater than ten.
An .virtual de f in i t i on of the space cone of a jet plume at high
alt i tudes may be based on the percentage of mass flow v/ i 'h in a gi \en
conical re«;ion. The far f i e ld of a jet is essentially radial flow, with
straight s treamlines appearing to originate from a common source.
The stream dens i ty pV varies along each s t reaml ine as l / r* . The
flow may be described by specifying the mass flux per unit solid angle
dm/tin = pVr*
?s a funct ion of the angle 9 between a given s t reamline and the axis of a
jet. The rapid decay of clm/dR away from the axis (see Figures 3 and 6)
mrvy he approximated by members of the one-parameter family
The value of X has been determined by Hill and Draper (Uef . 15} to be
X = [(IT)-'(I - C-F/CCFiYuixH (30) , j
Specification of y ^iwl A/A :S fixes C\,~/C inr iK ( re fe r to Equations 26
and <J7). The value of X then varies from one constant- property to the
next because of the variation in the Cijcco number, C = V/Vm ,
The approximations discussed in tlio previous section arc only a
few of the many proposed schemes. These have boon selected to i l lus-
t ra te methods that are d i f f i c u l t , in the sense of being time consuming,
and easy in the sonse of be ing very rapid. The c i rcular-arc and pseudo-
no/.7.1c approximat ions arc in the easy category.
It is possible that the space plumes il lustrated in Figures 3
and 6 will prove to be suff icient for the information needed on space
plume boundaries and flow-field properties. If this should prove not
to be so, fu r the r approximate descriptions maybe generated. There
is some application of the methods dismissed to the general problem of
particles ejected from a space vehicle. In many ways such a stream
can be considered as the exhaust of a jet and described as flow from a
point source.
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PARTICLE FIELD INTERACTIONS
As part of our studios in particle f ield interactior»««, a report
has been published on Spacecraft-ionosphere interactions ( R e f . 19).
Efforts to improve the analys is by Newkirk (Ref . 16) of debris cloud
formation have indicated sonic shortcomings in his assumptions.
Planned effor ts in p red ic t ing the degradation of radiation received by
ATM experiments arc discussed ant. described in this .section.
DWEJJ.-TIME AND PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION
Particle l ifetime has been defined by Newkirk ( R e f . 16) as the
time required for aerodynamic dray to stop (relative to a space vehicle}
the particle which had been ini t ia l ly ejected in the forward direction.
The lifetime is used to calculate the radius of the debris cloud by taking
the sum of the radius of the spacecraft and the product of the ejection
velocity and the lifetime,
RM = R s H - U O T (31)
where
Rj^ - the radius of the debris cloud
Rs - the radius (or characteristic length) of the space vehicle
U0 - the ejection velocity
T = u0 /it is the lifetime, where u is the deceleration.
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With in the cloud, the d i s t r i b u t i o n of par t ic les is taken to be
n ( r ) ~ r"8
whc re
n(r) - the numb«:r of par t ic les per uni t volume
r - the radial coordinate measured f k o . r i t h e spacecmf t
cente r
6 - o. small posi t ive number (~3).
This est imation is based on considerations of d is t r ibut ions found in
natural aerosoU- and in droplets produced by atomi/.ers.
The validy of brightness estimates of the debris cloud resulting
from the above assumptions is not immediately suitable for testing since
all of these assumptions are far from being realistic. Refinements of
lifetimes, however, for RCS ejected particles are presented in Appendix
E. For example, the only use of l i fet ime is to calculate the radius of
the cloud; but there is a question, however, as to \vhcther the cloud
really has a radius. The shape of the cloud and the distribution of
particles within the cloud depend completely on the direction as well
as magnitude of ejection velocity of each partirle and the position on
the spacecraft from which the particle emanates. If the viewing direction
and direction of motion of the orbital complex is as shown in Figure 13,
particles ejected from certain regions with velocity less than that of
the cluster will, in general, have no way to reach a position near the
observing port. Rocket exhaust plumes, however, with very high
•
particle velocities, may reach back to produce threatening material
in the vicinity of the experiments. The optical viewing direction may
be more susceptible to participate contamination f rom certain directions
than would be expected from a spherically symmetric cloud. Much more
dangerous sample source regions arc also indicated in Figure 13.
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F'.GURE 13. PARTICLE SOURCE REGION
To ov.xls.tn.tc optical cor.tauuno.ttja c f t e c t s clue to a cloud of
ejected par t ic les , the use v( l i f e t ime a.; sti^ested by Ne\v';irk is not
of much value. Instead in a coordinate system fixed .\t a cent ra l point
of the space vehicle of pr incipal interest , one should ki.ov/:
o The posit ion of the oplicil ••'quip-nent; Xj, Vj , •/.$
o The position at whieh a particle is ejected: KJ, y^, /.j
O The %-elocity v, ith which a particle is ejected; u^, v^, wj
O An optical range, F = a set of (x, y, /.), --vhich is the
field of view of tl\e optical equipment.
Any velocity is represented as u = (u, v, \v) in the chosen coordinate
sypte.ii. These parameters, illustrated in Figure 14, are all necessary
to determine the distri 'xition. Lf t'.ese are l-no^vn, one covld, in
principle, determine the particle distribution within i-ic optical range
F according to a given r^Ni of ejection of the particles of a specified
type (xj, yi, -t.\\ u^, vj, wj). This, of co'trso, is beyond the range of
present practicality because of the number of particles involved.
As a:i example cf tac different points of view, consider an oil-
burning car which gives out black smoke while running. The optical
effects as observed by a man seated in the car can be investigated only
when the following arc known:
o The location of the opening of the cxhaxisting pipe (xj, yj, Zj)
o The location jf '.he eyes, of the observer or whatever equip-
ment used (x0, yo» "0)
O The rate at which the black smoke is ejected.
o The field of view of the observer (F)
.O The particle velocity (u\, v;» wj).
•y
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FIGURE 14. PARAJIIERS FOR DESCRIPTION OF PARTICLES IN
DEBRIS CLOUD
i !
Tlio oplic.il e f fec t is d e t e r m i n e d by c.ilc.ulat in;; the '.list r i l m t ion of smoke;
pa.fl ides w i t h i n i l . Us i i i f ; M e w k i i ' k ' s t r e a tmen t , w i lho t i t tin: above i n f o r -
mal i jn , involves t r ea t ing the car as a sphere and p red ic l in j ; lli.it the
smoke .<uif f o u n d i n g the <.-ar v/ i l l f o r m a spherical cloud.
.s cr.oup. K BY ni-:
AM al tornal ivi ; niclhod of ov i lua t ing t h t j t l i r i ^ n t of oplir.al con-
taminat ion to an ATM mission by par t ic les e jo clod f rom tin: cluster
is to calculate the e f fec t s of a col lec t ion of par t ic les located in f ron t
of and noar the observinj ; equipment. A comparison between the amount
of material in such a cloud which cause:] degradat ion and the, possible
sources anil t ranspor t schemes of such ejecta lo the sens i t ive regions
should demonstrate the magni tude of (he contaminat ion threat.
A project has been started to calculate ll ie optical ef fec ts of a
debris .;loud in the v i c in i t y of the ATM exper iment us ing available;
theory.
Assorted materials are known to emanate Trom .space vehicles.
These include yascous components and liquid and solid particle a. Water
is expected to be the most abundant material, in the form of droplets
or crystals . The part ic le sixe which may cause the most i n t e r f e r e n c e
with opt ica l exper iments io in the ranj'o of 0.1 to l O O m i c r o n s .
There are two basic effects of the debris cloud particles on
optical observations. The f i rs t effect may be called "background
•
radiation." When cloud part ic les are illuminated by a riulialion source
other than the object source, part of the radiat ion will be acut lerec l into
the optical delecting equipment , t h u s con t r ibu t ing a background radiation
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iied on th.ii f i o m the object source. The :j«'cuml e f fec t is lh;\t
of ab.so rpl ion and/or e x t i n c t i o n wh ich may he ca l l ed at I t - i u i . i t ion. R. \d ia-
lion f rom -"in object aourcu "/ill hi: a t t iMiua t i - d by p.irl ic!u:> in to rpo ' iod
hisl\viM.-n llu; noiirco and l!u: di.-teflor.s. 'I'ho r( '»:<:ivod r ad ia t ion at the
A'l'M w i l l hi- composed of : ;</ui- t : t ; and h.ii:t\jj round i'.idl;ilinn r^dniM-d by
tlui cloud a t t enua t ion .
i1' M'U ' Jit'. |1[-ANS
Since there is not yot s u f f i c i e n t inform. ition on llio part if . le i lensily
and veloci ty < l i n t r i b i i t i o n : i of the A'l'M di'hri.s cluud, the cloud w i l l be
described by a set of f ree parameters . For example, the par t ic le con-
centra t ion or di menu ions of the cloud m.\y be allowed to vary over a
proper and reasonable ranf jo . Calculal iona wil l b<! made for:
O Raylei | ;h .scal l i - r inj j , appl i« :abl»! to j jasuous component:)
o Mio Hca l to r inn , applicable to parl iculate mat ter in the
Infrared ranjjo
o Geometric optics, applicable to particul.itc matter in tho
visible, ul traviolet , and X- ray regions.
The ultimate purpose i.H to obta in funct ions describing background
radiation and attenuated radiation in terms of par«xniet«;rs characterising
the debris cloud.
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APPENDIX A. ANALYSIS 0!: AN IDEAL ROCKET
Chemical rockets consist of a ;;reat variety of simple and complex
propellar.t supply and feec'i systems, a combustion chamber, and an
exhaust no/./.lu. for Ihe a n a l y s i s of an ideal racket engine, (he fo l lowing
assumptions are made:
o The work in j ; f lu i i l is a pe r fec t j<as of constant composition.
O The chemical react ion is equivalent to a constant .p ronsuro
hcatinj; process.
o Tho expansion procesa is steady, one-dimensional , and
iucnt ropic.
The thrus t chamber may now be described qual i ta t ive ly with tho
aid of a tempera ture .ia a f u n c t i o n of en t ropy (T as a funct ion of s) dia-
gram as shown in Kl j ju ro A - l . Propellanl enters at Slate 1. A quant i ty
of heat Qp (Ine heatinj; value of the propcllant combination per unit
maun) ia added at constant pre:i:iuro, a,nd the prop-.-Hant roaches Iho
no/./.lu inlot at State ?.. The propellant expands iaen t rop lca l ly f rom
Stal<» 2. through the throat, whore Iho Mat-h number in unity, to tho -
exhauat whero Iho velocity ia M0. Conservation of cnc.'rgy applied to
tho heatin) ' process yields
' •'> (ha< - l»oi ) - mcpCro, -T 0 1 ) (A- l )
or :
TOJ = Tol I- Qn/rp (A-2) |
* - *
whoru -'
in - the propr-l lant maus flow rato |
c - . the fipocifio heat at cunsi-ant p ronmiro "
; I
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li
h - enthalpy
0 - r e^e ra lo .'.tarnation cond it ions.
Under Uu; assumption of adiab . i t to nu/./.le expansion, the energy •-qualion
requires constant s t agna t ion en tha lpy in the no/.y.le:
»o« - »oo ( A - ^ )
or
«o H '"' ^04 - ^o :: °pn'(u - 'l\>) (A-4)
If the expanalon ia isenlropio, then the theory of s teady one -dimensional
flow of a perfect yas provides a useful tuir ien of relat ions. The exit
velocity is
< Y - » > / Y | ! l (A-5)
whoro p is Iho prona t i ro and y i.-j Iho ratio of M p c r i f i u boat at c
p r o H a u r o to M p o c i f i c h«;al at eonstunt volume. K x p r o a n i n i ; c., in tornis of
YI thu » u \ l v < : r.-ial ^.xa cnn.'itanl 11 and tho propollant molecular wolyht M,
the oxi t veloci ty may 1>o wr i t l< :n as
1 ^V^ ... |. /P"\(Y - ')/Y |la /A
 t\u
°
 y
 |(T-iW l ° 4 l l - (TW I) (A"6)
Tho propollant maaa f low rate t u l a alao «loriv«:<l from ls«sntroplc
flow oqMatlon.1 and la f j ivon in tovma of the propi.-r t ina of the comhustlon-
chamher f lu l i l and the no/./.lo throat area A* by:
whoi-J H a R / M .
For iaenlrople flow, anol!\iir quant i ty of in te rcu t , the cxhattat
proswuro pu may lio foMiul in te rmu of Iho expanaion ratio c ~ Ao
Tho thini:;t ()( a .simple i-hcm'tcal i-ocUel engine m,\y lie w r i t t e n an
'I1 - mut, h (p,. - p.-i) Ao (A-8)
•
where p,x ia ambient pressure.
Suhs tHut im; f rom f i i u . i l i i t i i M for u0 .\n«l in, \vo obt:xtn tho fol lowing
y -JL
(A-9)
wluTo po :: PJ^ la tho ti laj ' .nation prostuiro of the cuinl iuat iun i:!iamb<;r.
The ideal rocUot providws rv I rx . - s iM for comparison of i'»»al i\nd
idoal ro'iU.-ts. To doucr ih t ) tho per fo rmance of oach coinpi>ni ,M»t of Iho
I l i rus l clianibor, l\vo i : i ) e f l ' i c i«Mt t3 arc t l o f incd . I-'or ll\o com!>u:illon
cltamber th« ch .xrac tur iu l io velocity c* la dof lncd as
(A-10)
This can bo w r i t t e n an, l in ing Kquallon A- 9,
V + 1
(A-11)
l-'itr Iho no/./.Ie, tho t h r u u t coef f ic ien t la def ined as
CF a
From Filiation A-9 t <^F 'ri
J-.Y1 / JL
Y - 1 \Y~ -
Y_z_i
e\ Y
+ -
e - Pa
(A-U)
C (A-13)
•14
Tin: romhina t ion of equat ions y 'o lds
I' -• mc"- :<:F . (A- 1 1)
Comparison of c* and C^.< ca lcula ted f r o m K<| i i . i t ion;j A - l O and A-12 with
ideal values f rom ICtn i . i t ions A- I I ami A - l ^ indicate how well each com-
ponent in pe r fo rming .
The ideal no/./.lo flow ran ho refined s l ight ly lo account, in the
case of conical no/'./.les, for the e f f o r t of nonaxial exhaust velocities.
For the flow i l lus t ra ted in F i j ;uro A-<J. it ia assume. I that the st roam-
linos in the expandini; part of the no.v/.lo are slrai>;ht linos which all
intei'soct af the Point 0. A control sur face is indicated, pasn in j j
through the spherical .segment (of radius II) over which the exhaust
propert ies are constant. The reaction to the t h ru s t i;j .shown as lh>>
vector T. The appl icat ion of tho conservation of ntomenlum to this
control volume ylelda
)]VK -' r-Kpa - p«)A0 = /p(u. n ) i : x , l A (A- 1 5)
for compon.-nts of force in tho axia l (x) direct ion. Hero !•* ia force, p is
densi ty, n 5s a \ in i t normal vector, and A0, the piano exhaust area,
equals nr l . No masa cronses tho control .surface exeepl over tho
spherical exhaust segment where
dA = 2U R ain <^ H d^> . (A
In addi t ion
— —
vi • n = uo ami ux cos <}>, (A- 17)
Tho anc.le ij> ia doflnei'. in l'ij;uro A-<J . The equation may he w r i l l o n for
th«^ t h rv iK t .
r =» f ap(\ i t i ) «o co« $ lit llz sin 4. d.Ji I (pe - pa)Ac . (A-18)
•15
CON ruoi SUKFACE
FIGURE A-2. SFIil.RlCALLY SYtinr.TRtC NO/7LI 11011 (TROM RI.F. 20)
•16
The integrat ion yields
r = 2* II* p u0- I---£pia i- (,v - pA) A'C. (A- I 9)
Since tho area of tho spher ical exhaust soi'.uu-nt AO ' is <Jir K J (1 - cos a),
the propollant flow rate is
•'•" «
2
 (I - coart). (A-,!0)m = p »*o ' -if
The thrust may then be approx imated as
„ 1 + cos 1* .}o - Pa) (A-21)
re AJ has boon replaced by Ac. This result shows that the thrust of
AU ideal conical rockot of half angle or is reduced by a f ac to rX
\ I t- coat? ,. ...
over that of an ax ia l -uu l lo t rocket with tho same exhaust conditions.
The performance of a real no/.x.le is fu r the r reduced by fractional
effects. This may be represented by an empirical discharge coefficient
C.\ such that
CF(aetual) 3 CdX CF(idoal)- (A-23)
I i
t :
3 I
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APPENDIX 8. REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
ENGINE ChARACftRISllCS
The characteris t ics of t\vo RCS ciigincs arc ^resented in Table B -I,
The fuels 'tso.l are ei ther monomothylhydra/ . inc ( M X J I I ) or a m ix tu r e of
50-porcent unsymmclric.xl dimcthylhydra/ . ir .c (Ul )MI! ) and 50-[H-rcent
hydra/.ine (N^M.j) . The charac te r i s t i c velocity is denoted by c->. Sub-
scripts c and e are used to indicate chamber and exit piano conditions,
respectively. The mean molecular weight of the fuol-oxidi/.er mixture
is M. Throai diameter and no/.xle exit diameter are Dj and D0, respec-
tivei/. The angle Oc is the contraction half angle. The no/./.le expansion
half angle is Oj\j. KxJt Mach number a are calculated usisi j j the following
formula.
where };,,» the acceleration of gravity, is a conversion factor. The
primary method of coolir.g nozr.lc walls is also giver, in Table 1J-I.
Other methods arc also used to some extent.
Exhaust compositions for the throe RCS engines are given in
Tables B-2 and B-3. Tho values arc required to calculate tlic inter-
ference of a debris cloud with incoming radiation. The en»ine dimen-
sions, particularly illustrating nosy.lc sizes, are shown in Figure B-I.
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lADLR B-l. CHARACTERISTICS OF T!!0 RCS HIR'JSTER EHfiiHF
Jtoin
Thrust , Ib
Fuel
Thrust coeff ic ient
S p e c i f i c impulse , sec
Characteristic velocity (C*), ft/ sec
Flow rates, Ib/sec
Fuel
Chamber pressure, psi
Chamber exi t plane, psi
Chamber temperature, °K
E x i t p lane temperature, °K
Chamber moan molecular weight
Exit plane mean rcolcculdt* weight
Chamber ratio of specific heats
Exit plane ratio of specific heats
Throat diameter, in.
Throat area, in2
Exi t plane diameter, in.
Exit plane area, in2
* Area expansion ratio
'...ntraction half angle, deg
Nozzle half angle, deg
Exit plane Mach number
Cooling
P.CS Characteristics
CM
100
KgOVWHJ
1.81
?86
5,100
0.219
0.137
126
0.19
2,540
20. S3
20.62
1.211
1.337
0.7b5
0.448
4.78
17.92
40
45
17
4.69
abl.rtion
SM-IH
100
f! 204/50 -50
1.75
280
5,149
0.239
0.118
97
0.162
2,fiCO
21.13
23.33
1.153
1.287
0.868
0.592
5.46
23.41
40
53
8
4.31
radiation
j
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Cl>: 8-1. CKARACTKRISTICS OF TV.'O RCS rilR'jSTER KlfiiNFS
F.CS Characteristics
Item
Thrust, Ib
Fuel
Thrust coefficient
Specific impulse, sec
Characteristic velocity (C*), ft/sec
Flow rates, Ib/scc
Fuel
Chamber pressure, psi
Chamber exit plar.e, psi
Chamber temperature, °K
Exi t plane temperature, "K
Chamber mean molecular weight
Exit plane mean niolecular weight
Chamber ratio of specific heats
Exit plane ratio of specific heats
Throat diometer, in.
Throat area, in2
Exit plane diameter* in.
Exit plane area, in2
'Area expansion ratio
f.itraction half angle, deg
Nozzle half angle, deg
Exit plane Mach number
Cooling
CM
100
N204/MMII
1.81
286
5,100
0.219
0.137
126
0.19
2,540
20.53
20.62
1.211
1.337
0.755
0.448
4.78
17.92
40
45
17
4.69
ablrtton
SM-LH
100
f!^0/j/ 50-50
1.75
280
5,149
0.239
0.118
97
0.162
2, BOO
23.13
23.33
1.153
1.287
0.868
0.592
5.46
23.41
40
53
8
4.31
radiation
 c
(I
' < • ? . ix i iAusr owjsmoNs, CM-KCS I.;MH
Ciiiniios i tion_ (i.iol" j^)
t Ch.niiljor1 1 xH
ll?0
?'2
"2
CO
C0;>
OH
II
MO
02
33.6
30.9
17.6
13.1
4.0
0.2
0.4
11.5
31.0
in.o
12.9
4.3
trace*
0.002
trace
trace
* A tr.ico is less Dan 0.0006 porcont.
TABI.I-: c-3. i-xiiAusr coi'j'osmoNs, LM/SM-RCS OIGINE
Coinpon 1_Lj on (moj o_D_
Component,
H20
N2
C02
CO
|I2
Oil
II
02
NO
0
^^SL
43.62
35.04
7.17
5.54
4.95
1.82
'0.700
0.57
0.42
0.16
Cxi t
44.38
35.42
7.76
5.06
4.55
1.19
0.484
0.32
0.25
0.070
50
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AITOIUIX C. UCS P A R t l C I ! - : I . I H . I l l W :
N i - w k i r k ( K e f . 16 ) i l i j l i i i c . ^ I hc l i f t - l i m e o f a pa H i t I . - i n (he
v i c i n i t y of .1 D p a c c c r a f l an
T - u() / u
v/ l i t ' i 'o My i ; t t in: I n i t i a l pa r l i c l i - v e l o c i t y when l e a v l n j ; the .-spacec r . ' i f l ,
mi ' l u i ; j l l u - a c c i - f i - i ' f l ion of pa r t i c 1 i < » away f r o m UK; H p a « : I M - r . ' i f l .
Thu v i - l u i - i t y of .1 t y p i c a l p a r t i c l e in I In; ex i t p lane of an UCS
l l i r i ' f U u r noy.x.lc m.iy ho c o l t i n . i l i M l ; \H f o l l o w H .
Mi' \vlon'a law may ho wr i l l ' j n
ilm
r - «o 7,7
w i t h f -: 100 Ihf •-• 4.4 X I O7 dyne . For Ihc CM -HCS ;i t yp i ca l f i r i n j ;
t imo ia ahoul ton i n i l l i M c c u i u t a at a uouii i tal f low r.ilo (jf 0.3157 Ih /^ ' - c ,
'I'ho i n i t i a l p.xrt 'n:lo cjcclion vn locUy in then
u0 - 4.4 X l O 7 f l y n o n / 1 . 6 ^ . X 10* J J I M / H C C
.'. U0 = H.t X l O 4 cm/sue.
Ni;svkirk cons ide rs that fho 1710111 i n ipo r l an l accct»:ralio!i (or decolorat ion)
m o v h a t n u m ia ae ro« lyna in ic tlra;;. T h i n in c c r t . x l n l y t i - vu« for a nominal
ATM orhll of <iO() ki lomelt . ' rs . Kor par t ic les wi th a veloci ty component
it wi th reopect to the opacecr . i f l , which ia moving l h r « M i | d i a res is t ing
medium of d e n n i l y nu w i th velocity v, Ncwklrk c o n ^ i d o r H the dynamic
e to he '
Pa * Pa (v I ur
where u in considered paral le l to v. Mince v is ahoul I 00 times greater " j
than u, the accelerat ion of a particle of densi ty p may he wri t ten , |
U
 " 4P 'r~ ' I
,52
Appro* t in.tt i ' va
and
•' rr>
I X 10 - |J ( . i n / f i n 1
. • ! ' • > X 10- rm/; ;ee
f in- a ('.OO- k t lonvl >? r--r . i reul.t r . . r ' u i t . The K peri lie i l c i i M i l y nf ,-xhamjt
UKitf i ' ia l i:) a p p r o x i m a t e l y I, For ;\ pavtir.h1 of r.idbut i1 ™ 3u
u -- I. 19 -< 10'- C H I / H O C * .
l-'ni' a p a r l i c l c of r a i l i u u r :- lOOj i ,
u ~. <\ . 17
'I'hi! max in iun i t ime r i- t : i [uir iMl f o i - t l i i i t l -'aj; f f ) f c : i : l r> nlo(.« an ojrr U:d
p.x rlir.ln is ** '>0 :;ocoii'ln for a 3|i- par) iclo ami ~- 6, 400 »i:i :<inda for a
1 00|i-- pn I ' l i r l f , Tliori ' o s t i i n . \ t < - 8 d i f f e r f r o m HIOBO j j ivon by Mrwkirk .
ft i iu 'o d if ft; r (.MI I. ( i f i i i}; ( i m y n an«l inana flow rates arc used liorc. M«;w-
U i r k cuno id t ! ffl /.OO ^ ranm i-xt ian-i l fd uvoi-y /.() in inul i -s in a r r ivm) ; at
u.i( J t n a t c f l f)f t i f i ^ l i m c o of I, 000 ncco i idn and 40, 000 .second." for l | t and
100|i [).irlicl«;s t r o n p c f t i v r l y i rcluasivl f ron t llio orionl .xl ion jcta of an
Apol lo Hpncur : raf t in a J^O-k i lon io to r o rb i t . Tlic calculat iuns mado horc
aro based on a .shorter durat ion n ian f l o jucl iou p t i r i o - l (in addi t ion to
f jo inrwl ia t d i f f e r e n t conl ip , iua t iona l . i :)HiiinpliotiH) and provide shorter
oiicR Union for llio uj 'Tt i -d ni;il.(M'ial,
It should bo noted that Ibis calculat ion i lUtHtra t t ia only tin?
residence t imt} pur part icle, as de f ined by N o v / k i r k and does not con-
sider the nmounl i ) of mater ia l p re i i en t ,
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